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GOD’S GREATEST MIRACLE
(Full Esoteric Version)
Today... boys and girls... moms and dads... in honor of the traditional holiday season
of the Christian, Hebrew and Muslim faiths... and for all the sincere adherents of the many
faiths of the world... all working diligently so to better understand the’ God of their inner
hearts’... I am going to tell you a very special tale... a marvelous teaching tale... a tale full
of mystery and magic... a tale about what happened to one particular little boy-angel and
one particular little girl-angel after they were created in heaven. The name of this tale is
‘God’s Greatest Miracle’. This story is meant for the ears of both children and adults...
meant for all persons who do their very...very best to listen to the urges of his or her
conscience... known from the earliest of times as the still, small Voice Within.
Just like fairy tales....this tale is very... very... ancient... having been told
innumerable times to children living on an uncountable number of planets... just like our
very own planet Earth... in our very own Solar System,,, with our very own Sun. Every
day... without fail.... the Sun smiles down upon the surface of our dear... little planet...
providing light and warmth to the Earth... forever kissing each and every plant, animal and
human equally... just like your mom or dad, brother or sister, grandmother or grandfather,
aunt or uncle, or anyone else who loves you very...very much... does when they put you
to bed each night, tucking in your covers and kissing you softly goodnight.
Although this tale has been around for as long as there have been people living...
upon Earth in our own Milky Way Galaxy... living on other special planets in other special
Galaxies in our Universe... even on planets in Universes which were born elsewhere out
of space-energy... brief moments of existence within God’s infinite and eternal Continuum
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of geometry and vibration... Universes which grew up and disappeared before our
Universe was even born....or perhaps Universes existing somewhere outside the reach of
our scientific instruments...Endless Universes in Endless Time and Space.
Yes... dear listeners... God has been creating universes and planets and little boyangels and little girl-angels... angels just like each one of you... forever and ever. There
has never been a time when God was not present.
For most of history... this story was protected and remembered in special storytelling
families... the parents teaching the children... the storytellers traveling from village to village
entertaining and teaching both children and adults about God’s Great Plan... But as our
world changed with the introduction of technology... these special stories were almost
forgotten and almost lost... Fortunately... afraid that this great story would be lost... a real,
Russian prince in the time of the great Tsars recorded it with paper and pen... His name
was Prince Mikhail Mikhailovich Polyakov.
So let the tale begin...
A very long time ago... even before our Universe was born... in another
Universe...far... far away in space and time... the Institute for the Creation of New Soul
Personalities was very busy... the angels working in this research center... like the
scientists studying nature at schools like MIT and CALTECH on the planet Earth... were
perpetually busy....trying out brand new formulas so to bring new angels into existence...
formulas and recipes using God’s energy and laws... formulas resulting in the creation and
birth into heaven of new and unique little girl-angels and little boy-angels. For you see...
even in heaven things are done scientifically... employing the Higher Laws that God placed
within Nature.
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Now...not just anyone can run the Institute for the Creation of New Soul
Personalities... you have to be a very smart angel... one with a superb imagination.... who
thinks outside the typical, day-to-day angel-box... and who isn’t afraid to make mistakes
.... someone who has been around with God... for an eternity of time... from since who
knows when... a very experienced angel... An angel such as the Archangel Raphael.
In the very beginning...Raphael discovered that in order to create new Soul
Personalities for birth into human bodies... it is best that such personalities be produced
as matched sets of boy- and girl-angels... other methods just aren’t very effective. This
shouldn’t be too surprising to you... since even in the physical world we observe that the
great majority of animals come in two kinds... males and females... whether or not they
have soul personalities.
Now one day... while the chemist-engineers removed a particular set of boy- and
girl-angel from the Soul Personality Energy Machine... Raphael happened to be standing
nearby discussing an idea he had with his good friend... the Archangel Michael....
suddenly... both of them turned around to check out the new pair of angel babies and
noticed something very unusual... something that neither had ever seen before... never in
any other angel pair created for this Universe or any other previous one... Normally, when
you look at the members of a new angel baby pair... you see a girl-angel and a boy-angel...
two separate angel babies... but... something strange was happening here... yes... when
you looked directly at each angel baby you saw two separate soul personalities... but if you
looked out of the corner of your eye... quickly... sometimes the two angel babies blended
into one... just for a split second... or even less... very... very unusual. Michael said to
Raphael, “I think you and I had better watch after these two ourselves... something
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significant has occurred and we need to be on guard for further developments.” And so...
dear boys and girls... this is exactly what Michael and Raphael did.
Also... I should mention that even though angel babies are always produced as a
pair... the individual soul personalities usually do not care about this fact since they are not
aware of any stronger connection between each other than exists between any two angel
children. Moreover, they are raised in separate angel families and usually attend different
‘Human Training Schools.” Such procedure were followed in the case of our own little girlangel and boy-angel.
Since I brought up the subject of “Human Training Schools”, I guess we need to
have you listen to one of the most important classes given to angel children who are in
school for the very first course. If you feel like you have heard this before... don’t be too
surprised... you have a little boy-angel or girl-angel inside you right now who might just
remember.
So imagine you are all back in angel school... sitting in your desk... and the
Archangel Gabriel walks into the room.... Gabriel is surrounded by a very bright light of
rainbow colors... and is tall and handsome.... Gabriel is in charge of delivering all the
important messages that God would like angels and people to hear... since he speaks in
a very compelling and persuasive manner.
Gabriel begins, “Boys and girls... I hope you are all studying hard and learning to be
nice to each other.... Remember...you all have important work to accomplish after you
leave heaven and are born into a human body as its guide and helper... Therefore, I am
going to tell you how things work.”
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“Although...I am simplifying somewhat... the best way to imagine the fullness of
God’s Great Creation... is to see in your mind’s eye... heaven with all of it’s angels and all
of it’s lands... and the physical universe with all of it’s peoples... all of it’s objects and all of
it’s space... as existing within the Great Continuum of God... imagine that all agents and
objects... all space and all time... consist of various arrangements of twelve levels of
different qualities of energies... what we have come to call... for simplicity’s sake... God’s
Unknowable Mind... Now God’s Mind operates in an unusual manner... for what we would
call the thoughts, intentions, plans and feelings existing within our minds... the images
arising from our interacting with an objective world... in God’s Mind... are actually the
opposite... for God’s thoughts and images are the foundation material composing all the
various objects experienced in heaven and in the physical universe... In other words...just
because we normally perceive thoughts and feelings we experience as mental in nature...
this does not mean that heaven or it’s inhabitants or earth and its inhabitants are not real...
believe me... all things exist in the manner established by God’s Intending... you are
actually here right now.”
“Yes... dear listeners... God has been creating universes and planets and little boyangels and little girl-angels... angels just like each one of you... forever and ever. There
has never been a time when God was not present... Observing... Intending... Knowing...
Loving... each of you... within the Wonderful Continuum... made out of an infinite number
of vibrating, orthogonal dimensions... infinite means more than anyone could ever count...
it is even more than all the counting numbers that you know... more than all the rational
and irrational numbers your older brothers and sisters study in school... and orthogonal
means to be a right angle... just like the 90 degree right angle your body forms with the
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floor whenever you stand up straight and tall stretching your arms to God. No matter
where you go... where you hide... what you believe... what you say... God is always there
ready to help you... but you have to ask and you have to be confident and patient that an
answer will come... and never... never... give up or stop working hard. “
”You see... heaven and the universe, including you and all other things... both seen
and unseen are made out of quarks and leptons ... tiny, fractured string-fragments of
opposite polarity (circles of circumference equal to Planck’s length, or about 10-33 cm )
coming into physical existence during the earliest moments of the Big Bang and Inflation...
forever associated with balls of massless energy restlessly moving through the unbroken
dimensions of the Continuum. All arising from fragmented pieces of three infinite
dimensions

of

mass-energy,

charge-energy

and

conscious-energy

(the

observing/intending/knowing-energy dimension of God)... But even though our Universe
consists of broken fragments... don’t worry... they are all coming back together as atoms
and molecules and single cells and plants and animals and people and someday at the
end of our time all the broken fragments will be re-annealed and return to the Continuum
and God. So you see... even though, in one sense, we are all discrete or individual while
living in the physical Universe... our minds and bodies still interact or resonate with the nonshattered dimensions ...showing us that all is One. “
”Each of you is in heaven for the very first time... and as you have been taught...
Raphael and his assistants created you in the wondrous and miraculous Soul Personality
Energy Machine.... For you see... God has a Plan for the physical universe and the
creatures that have evolved within it... over billions of years... via God’s processes of
‘natural selection’ and ‘genetic emergence’... Don’t worry if this doesn’t make any sense
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right now... it will after you learn more during your time in a physical body... But to
accomplish the Plan... requires more than mechanical evolution of atoms all the way up
to human beings via fundamental physical laws... To finish the Plan... it is necessary that
a Soul Personality combine with these wonderful, human machines... so that the Soul
Personality can have those experiences necessary for becoming... enlightened or
awakened... and learning to resonate or exist within God by finding the path leading to the
inner qualities of God’s own dimension... that is observing, intending, knowing and loving...
For you see... we are not really interested in the human machine... we are interested in
your development as angels... for only the Soul Personality is of any real value in the long
run... Any questions so far? Good.”
“This means that when you are in human body... it is important that you try and get
the machine and its ego to listen to you... if the human brain doesn’t listen to you... it may
become a materialist or atheist... or learn to be mean and selfish and make war... I can
hear all of your thoughts at this moment... I will make my body listen... but it isn’t so easy...
for the decision to listen must be made by the human mind and brain and not by you... The
Plan isn’t so simple... is it?”
“So you will spend a number of years as a human being... learning how to think, feel
and behave as God would prefer... growing up so to speak... for after the body dies... you
will return to heaven a little more grown-up and ready for more training... For you see... little
ones... that you only become a bigger angel by returning to Earth over and over again...
for Earth is the real school of learning... However... I must add that very few angels ever
finish God’s Plan and no longer have to return to Earth... unless there is an earthly
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emergency.... which is why Jesus and the other avatars came to Earth to help humanity.”

And with that Gabriel left the classroom.
Now the little boy-angel was quite a character... always asking the bigger angels
questions...questions about things they usually did not know nor cared to know about...
“Why do we become humans”?...”Why are angel babies made in pairs”?... How do physical
universes come to be”?... “What is the Soul Personality made of”?...“How come we can’t
see God?”... and many... many more. After awhile, the bigger angels began to avoid the
little boy-angel... They said to each other, “This little boy-angel is just too precocious and
will never amount to much asking all these foolish questions. He just needs to get on with
the program.” Maybe, you are like the little boy-angel yourself... What do you think?... But
don’t worry... asking questions and trying to understand the universe and people around
you is quite OK... but... don’t let the adults make you feel bad about being curious or asking
questions. God and the Archangels are really fond of such behavior... as long as you are
polite and thoughtful of others... And don’t forget... this applies to little girl-angels also.
About the only angels who took the time to encourage the searching and inquisitive
nature of our little boy-angel were the Archangels Michael and Raphael. Whenever he was
free from having to watch over the Institute for the Creation of New Soul Personalities, and
the little boy-angel was not in school... yes... dear boys and girls... they have angel school
in heaven... Raphael would take the little boy-angel for nature hikes into the forests and
fields surrounding the angel-cities... As the two hiked... they would stop and observe all the
wonders of nature which surrounded these angel-cities...the little boy-angel learned how
the spirit-bees work as a single team to make honey for the hive... how a spirit-crow would
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grab a hard nut in his or her beak... fly high into the sky... and drop the nut onto a hard rock
so that it would crack and he or she could extract the nut-meat... Sometimes they would
sail on the high oceans watching the spirit-birds and spirit-flying fish... looking thru a glassbottomed jar so to see spirit-crabs and spirit-starfish walking along the ocean’s bottom.
Both Raphael and the little boy-angel looked forward to these magic journeys... even if the
other big angels thought it somewhat foolish.
Some days, Raphael would bring the little boy-angel to his Institute and explain how
angel babies are created. Occasionally, the little boy-angel was allowed to push the
buttons on the Soul Personality Energy Machine... and he always listened to Raphael’s
instructions... well at least at the Institute. They were good friends and loved each other
very much.
Now Michael was very much different from Raphael... He was the chief general and
warrior angel in heaven... the right arm of God so to speak. But there really hadn’t been
any wars for an eternity of time... so his major enjoyment was helping people on inhabited
planets... such as Earth... learn to be strong... unafraid... and fair... especially whenever
they had to deal with mean people ... yes... some people living in our world aren’t very nice
and do nasty things... because they are greedy... and hateful... and very confused... This
unfortunate event occurs because... these persons allow the animal side of their nature to
be in charge rather than the angel side... and the animal side wants everything for its own
benefit... and this is why your parents and teachers help you learn how to be generous and
thoughtful towards the earth and all living things... Mean people never learned to listen to
the angel within... sometimes people become so mean and nasty that the angel inside has
to go back to heaven... but that is how God and his angels designed the physical world...
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first there are atoms, then molecules, then cells, then multicellular organisms, then worms,
then fish... and so on...then monkeys, then primates, then primitive humans and finally
modern man... the Soul Personality can only communicate and guide the mortal ego when
the physical body is born with a properly functioning brain and the mind has recognized its
presence and chosen to allow it to be its guide as the silent Master Within. So you see...
boys and girls... how important it is to pay attention to your angel within.
One time when Michael was out of his office... the Institute for the Final
Development of a Conscious Soul Personality... the little boy-angel snuck in and tried to
handle Michael’s Great War Sword... now each one of you knows that he or she should not
handle other people’s property without their explicit permission... it is very impolite and
inconsiderate... but little boy-angels are very much like little human boys... sometimes up
to mischief.
The problem is that Michael’s Sword is so heavy that he is the only angel in heaven
who can wield it... that is lift and use it... maybe someone could pull it out of
its scabbard... but not lift it... it’s just too... too.. heavy.
Well... just as the little boy-angel was pulling the Sword out of it’s scabbard... he had
to place a chair underneath it to be tall enough to grab the hilt... as he was extracting the
Sword... Michael strolled into the office... and saw the little boy-angel and said gruffly, “That
is my Sword you know... didn’t I tell you never to touch it?” The little boy-angel jumped and
actually pulled the Sword from its scabbard... Michael couldn’t believe his very own eyes...
the little boy-angel was holding the Sword... as if it weighed no more than a fork or spoon!
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Silently and gazing somewhat downwards towards the floor... he handed the Sword
to Michael who took it and replaced it into the scabbard on the wall next to his chain mail
armor and shield. The little boy-angel stammered, “I’m sorry... I just wanted to be like you.”
Trying his best not to smile... Michael grabbed the little boy-angel by the collar of his gown
and placed him on the floor. “You could have been hurt lifting that Sword... do not touch
that Sword ever again...OK.” said Michael sternly. The little boy-angel nodded his head
and gave Michael a big hug, saying, “I’m sorry.” .. And with that he ran out the door as
Michael broke into a loud, hearty laugh, saying, “That child... I can hardly wait until he is
born into the earthly realms.”
Now... the little girl-angel was in many ways the opposite of the little boy-angel.
Although, she asked many questions too... she did so in a manner much more pleasant
than the little boy-angel... plus she always went out of her way to be helpful to the big
angels... In fact, the older angels often times noted just how different these two angel
children were from each other... a very strange situation indeed... especially since they
came from the same angel mold... one would think they would have had more behaviors
in common?
Raphael and Michael spent as much time with the little girl-angel as they did with
the little boy-angel. However, they made sure that the two little angels never met each
other... for some reason this was very important.
The Archangel Uriel was particularly fond of the little-girl angel and she taught her
many useful things about the physical universe... She taught all about how flowers and
plants and animals... how people grow food... how doctors and nurses work to keep people
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healthy... and much more... Uriel hoped that the little girl-angel would be of great use to the
world after she became a human.
One day... summer was over and it was time to begin “Human Training School”
again... and the little boy-angel was late... he had stopped to watch some spirit frogs
hopping around their stream... realizing he was late he ran all the way to school and by
error entered the wrong classroom... As he entered through the classroom door... he saw
the little girl-angel for the very first time... he was mesmerized by how sweet and pretty she
was...wearing a bright, white starched play dress....Not paying attention to where he was
walking he tripped over a desk... striking his forehead upon the corner of the teacher’s
desk... gashing his forehead just above his left eye. He started to cry and the little girlangel jumped out of her chair and ran to the little boy-angel and placed her handkerchief
over his wound and said, “Don’t cry. I’ll take care of you.” As she worked to stop the
bleeding... she placed his head into her lap. At that moment... as their eyes met each
other... they knew they were a pair.. And would fast be friends.
From that day onward... the little boy-angel and the little girl-angel became
inseparable... they were always doing something together... the little boy-angel brought her
on his hikes with Raphael... the little girl-angel taught him about first aid and how to ask
questions nicely... sometimes when they were together... the other angels noticed that it
became difficult to tell them apart... not that they looked alike... for they didn’t... but, their
energies seemed to blend together as if only one energy was present... like the color
purple... which is made by blending blue light and red light... everyone thought it quite
mysterious.
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Eventually, it came time for the angel children to graduate school and prepare for
being born into properly prepared baby human bodies... While most of the other angel
children were excited and ecstatic about the opportunity... the little girl-angel and little boyagent weren’t so sure or so happy about this... They loved each other and were very good
friends... and really did not want to part company and be born as human babies...they had
been told that graduates of the same class never... never... meet each other until they
return to heaven as earthly angels. Well... boys and girls... that is the normal rule.
Because they were so upset... Michael and Raphael went to speak with them about
the problem... they told them that they had to be born because that was a good rule that
God established a very long time ago... and moreover... it seemed to work well. In any
case, they told the little girl-angel and the little boy-angel that they would help them as best
as they could.
Therefore, Michael went to speak with the Archangel in charge of the Institute for
the Human Birthing of Angel Children... We met her before... her name is Uriel... Normally
the angels working with Uriel had full responsibility for finding the proper human bodies for
each of the angel children... This had always been so... Therefore... when Michael
suggested that it would be a very good idea for Uriel to allow him to place these two angel
children in human bodies... she balked at the idea, “Humbug”, she said, “I never heard of
a more preposterous idea in all of the eons I have been doing this job. No way, Michael.”
Now... Michael could be very charming when he wanted to be... He whispered
something into Uriel’s ear... she laughed... and agreed to his suggestion... He would take
personal charge of this particular birthing experience... Dear boys and girls... what do you
think Michael whispered to Uriel?
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So the time came for our dear friends... the little girl-angel and little-boy angel to be
born into the earthly realms... and Michael did as he promised... much to the delight of
Uriel... soon you will see why Uriel was so happy.
The little boy-angel had been born into a nice family which lived in a big house in
the country... there were lakes and forests and fields and animals and plants... the little
boy liked where he lived.
One day when he was about three years old... a new family moved in next door.
While he was playing in the backyard one sunny day... he heard a little girl’s voice next
door... he thought it sounded very sweet and so he decided to climb the apple tree growing
next to the backyard fence... He climbed up the tree and crawled out onto a branch so he
could see the little girl... There she was... dressed in a white dress and talking to a unicorn
and a phoenix... The little boy couldn’t believe his eyes and crawled out further on the
limb... Boom... the limb cracked and the little boy fell into the yard hitting his head on a rock
and causing a gash over his left eye... As he began to cry... the little girl took out a
handkerchief and ran over to him... taking his head into her lap she did her best to stop the
bleeding... She said, “Don’t cry little boy. It will be all right. I’ll take care of you.” And that
was that... from that moment onward... they were always together... the best of friends...
even though they had forgotten that they had known each other as angel children... as God
said must be.
The little boy would bring the little girl flowers and pretty stones... They would go on
long hikes into the woods... never getting lost for the little boy had an uncanny sense of
direction... They would listen to the birds speaking to each other... and the little girl would
tell the little boy what they said... sometimes they played with unicorns and elves and
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accompanied them on magical journeys... The little girl showed the boy how to cook over
a campfire... and how to mend hurt animals...
Sometimes their parents would get together and comment on how sweet and
considerate they were to each other... never arguing... always making space for the needs
and moods of the other... What a perfect pair they were... most unusual.
One day after school... when the two children were 6 years old... the little boy came
to the front door of the little girl’s house and softly knocked... he wasn’t as loud and abrupt
as he used to be... having learned from the little girl how to be more considerate. The little
girl’s mother opened the door... “Little boy”, she said, “Our daughter is very.. Very sick and
cannot see you today. Come back tomorrow.” The little boy came back every day for a
month.... each day the little girl’s mother said, “Not today, little boy... maybe tomorrow.”
The mother looked very sad to the little boy and he was very worried about the little girl.
Then one day... after knocking upon the door... the little girl’s mother said, “You can
come in today and visit with the little girl. She seems stronger.” The little boy ran into the
little girl’s room... and saw how very thin and pale she looked. But he smiled the biggest
smile he could make and gave the little girl a big hug and a kiss on the check. “I’ve missed
you so very much, little girl. Are you OK”? The little girl smiled for the first time in
many...many days and hugged the little boy back. She replied, “Now that you are here, I
am fine.”
Every day the little boy visited the little girl after school was over. He read stories
to her... wrote little poems... brought her candy...though her appetite was very poor...
Everything he could do... he did for the little girl... He loved the little girl with all his heart
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and wished she would get better... But she grew weaker and weaker..paler and paler as
the days flew by.
One day when the little boy came to visit... the little girl told him that she been visited
by an angel with a flaming sword... the angel told the little girl that her soul energy would
be leaving her body very soon... That she must tell the little boy that he wasn’t to feel too
sad or unhappy... because the angel had told her, “Little girl, I knew you and the little boy
when you were still angel children. When you were separated and brought to earth to be
born, I choose the human bodies you both were to have. Since I had a premonition that
you might get sick one day when still a child, I found another little girl who looks exactly like
you and placed part of your soul energy into her and the other part in you... just in case...it
was a brand new experiment so I wasn’t sure it would actually work... So when you take
your final breath, your portion of the soul energy will pass onto this other little girl and both
will be as one. Tell the little boy that he must never stop looking until he finds you. No
matter how many years it might take.”
This was the last time, the little boy saw the little girl... for her soul energy left her
body that night and passed into the other little girl. The little boy cried and cried ... even
after he grew up into a handsome man... he still thought of the little girl ... and missed her
very much..
When the little boy grew up he became a great and well-loved physician and
scientist. He traveled all over the planet helping those who were disadvantaged and
downtrodden. He wasn’t always popular with the leaders of the world... nor with many of
the wealthy persons... but he was loved dearly by the common people. He was known to
be quite a strong advocate for righteous causes and was ready to stand up for any needy
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person at a moment’s notice... Sometimes he remembered the little girl and cried... he
missed her more than life itself. But he knew in his heart that she would be happy knowing
of his work.
One day the little boy was visiting a great city in a foreign country. He was sitting
down to eat a meal and saw the most beautiful woman he had ever seen walk into the
restaurant... He recognized her immediately... it was the little girl all grown up... Even
though the little boy recognized her... she did not recognize him... since she was the other
little girl the angel had spoken of... He got up from his table and introduced himself to the
little girl... being careful not to say too much...yet. The woman felt as if she had known the
man all her life... but she knew they had never met... They had so much in common with
each other... the woman was also a physician and also traveled the world helping the poor,
the meek and the set-upon.
Following this meeting... the man and the woman spent many hours getting to know
each other.. The little boy waiting until that time when she would remember...patiently
waiting. They traveled the world together taking care of the sick.. Making sure that
everyone had healthy food to eat and clean water to drink... they helped start schools so
to educate the children so someday they could help themselves and their families and
countries... The little boy and the little girl became very famous... but they never became
proud or haughty or greedy... They just enjoyed being kind to others.
Often times they would go into remote areas ravaged by very deadly and contagious
diseases to tend to the local people... places no one else dared visit for fear of dying...
Once someone asked the little girl, “Aren’t you two afraid of catching one of these diseases
and dying?”
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The little girl answered, “Actually... we aren’t worried about that... We have too much
work to do... Sometimes it almost feels as the angels are keeping us safe.”
One night... when the moon was full and shining brightly on the planet... the little boy
turned and looked at the little girl... and... she remembered the little boy... she remembered
all the time they had spent together and how much they loved each other... and that the
other little girl had died and her part of their soul energy came to her. .. Tears welled into
her eyes as she hugged the little boy and told him that now she understood and how much
she loved him... Her life was finally filled with all the light of God.
Now was the proper time for the little boy and the little girl to get married... and they
did just that.
Soon they formed a special school upon their earth called the Institute for Conscious
Evolution and Human Development...sounds a little bit like Michael’s Institute... doesn’t it?..
And the little boy and the little girl began to accept students into the new school...
the first were university students who hadn’t locked out the Voice of the Master Within...
who came to appreciate the message being given by the little boy and the little girl... the
message of awakening to the Angel Within and allowing the Soul Personality to work with
the ego and brain of the human machine for the greater good of all... later came the older
adults and even the children still in school... all slowly learning what it means to live a life
of Unconditional Love and Compassion... learning to be Workers and Helpers of all
peoples of the world...
The School grew and grew in size and influence... its Students prospering under the
loving guidance of the little boy and little girl... many wonderful events happened in the
world as the result of the activities of this School... every day... there was less war-
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making...less hungry people... less hate... less defective human machines causing harm
and pain... But the details must remain for another story.
A long time on Earth had passed for the little boy and the little girl... they were each
129 years old... they had a nice home...located right on the beach of a clear, blue lagoon
in the South Pacific Islands... it was very pretty and very peaceful... a perfect place to retire
too... for the little boy and the little girl were very tired... very tired.
As they sat together on beach lounges looking out over the azure-green ocean...
its surface as calm as a mirror’s surface... the sky was bright orange... sparkling with the
light of the setting sun... The little girl looked lovingly at the little boy... asking... “Little
boy...dear love of my life and soul...are you sad because we never had any children of our
own to love and teach?”... The little boy reached out and took the hand of the little girl into
his own... saying, “Little girl... how could I be sad of anything... all the peoples of the world
have been our children... both big and small... rich and poor... black and white and
yellow...we have watched them grow so big and tall... reaching high into the heavens for
God...think of all those persons who have learned to love each other... just as we love each
other... without limitations... without selfishness... with all the compassion spoken of by
Jesus and Buddha and the others... No... little girl... I am not sad... we just didn’t have
time... I love you little girl and always will”... The little girl smiled and squeezed the little
boy’s hand... even tighter.
“Little girl...I think it is time for us to complete this journey and move on...Take my
hand and hold tight... it is time for us to rest awhile and sleep until there is more work to
be accomplished... I think our students are capable of continuing the work we began with
the Institute for Conscious Evolution and Human Development. In fact... sometimes I think
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we trained them to be even more effective than ourselves... I’m glad...Rest well... heart of
my heart... rest well.”
And with that the little boy and the little girl fell into a sound sleep... and as they
exhaled their final breaths together in unison... their Soul Personalities withdrew from the
tired bodies and passed onto heaven.
When they awoke... they saw and recognized their old friends... Raphael and
Michael... none had changed in appearance... But when they looked at each other...they
saw themselves as they were when they met again at the restaurant in the foreign
country... thirty-five year old adults... just like Michael and Raphael and all the full-grown
angels... they were not longer angel children... Raphael said, “We are so proud of you
two...aren’t we Michael?” .. Michael could only grin and nod in agreement. “No one ever
thought that such a thing could happen... two angels learning to love each other
unconditionally... without any remaining self-centeredness... all in a single life...I know your
were made of a special formula...but that wasn’t enough... you did it by learning to live life
as God meant us too... through becoming conscious and being present to the world... by
working harder than anyone thought possible.”
The Archangel Uriel had arrived... having just finished placing a new class of angel
babies in human bodies... She smiled and kissed them both upon the lips...saying,
“Michael... you were right in convincing me to allow you to intervene in their placement on
earth... I think we have all learned something very important that we can utilize so to
produce stronger and more effective angel babies... bringing a little more peace and mercy
to the world.”
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And from Nowhere and from Everywhere a Voice was heard... resounding through
out the heavens... “You have done well children... very... very well... I’ve waited as many
Universes came and went... waited for two incarnating Soul Personalities to discover how
to love without limitations or restrictions... loving unconditionally... A love given by both of
you to each and every person in the world below... A love gained through personal effort
and sacrifice working in the physical world... Now... all is as it should be... You are both
ready to come stay with me in my house... For you two are the very first to have completed
the Journey... to be earned the right to enter... as One of One... into my direct Abode...
What do you think?”
The little boy-angel and the little-girl angel... who really weren’t so little anymore...
looked deep into each other’s eyes... communicating through two hearts joined as one...
they made their decision with one unified Intention... The little-girl angel said, “If you don’t
mind... we would rather stay here and watch out for and teach the little angels more about
your Great Plan and how to achieve it.”
And the little boy-angel added, “Well... you know how things tend to revert to the
lowest common denominator whenever you stop putting effort into the Work... We want to
make sure everything is as you would desire before we leave... Plus if we move on.. Who
will be available to inspire the formation of new schools in other Universes?... We hope this
is OK?”
From out of Nowhere and Everywhere... the Voice resounded, ”I hoped you might
decide this way... For as I have taught you always... for each and every meaningful action
taken... you must make a payment... for without payment ... actions simply fade into
oblivion as if they never happen... Meaningful actions are those which help you develop
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your Soul Personality so it becomes as I Am... an Endless Fountain of Compassion... Even
I... Who cannot be described... Who has neither Beginning nor End... Who both Exists and
does Not-Exists... Who neither Exists nor does Not-Exists... ... A Continuum of Geometry
and Vibration... Without energy or matter... Even I... must pay for the privilege of allowing
new wonders and possibilities to arise in each Universe... My payment being the sacrifice
of retaining full knowledge concerning the final evolution of each Universe... Even I cannot
know how conscious beings will choose... for if I did know... Universes would be without
Freedom... Universes would not have the possibility for developing unconditional love”
“You two are the first of what shall come to be known by the term... Bodhisattva...
A most wonderful concept... And yes... you are correct... For the school you actualized in
your Universe from out of the sphere of infinite potentiality... will serve as the foundation
stones for a Great Brotherhood of Light, Life and Love...shining brightly and establishing
Sacred Schools in every feasible, future Universe.”
And with that the angels heard a laugh resounding throughout all the universes...
All the angels smiled and rejoiced in their hearts... feeling closer to each other than they
had ever felt before.
Well...dear children... that brings us to the end of the story... or maybe it is just the
beginning... :Loving each other is the most difficult task in any Universe... but if we all
work just a little harder... maybe we each can be just like the little boy-angel and the little
girl-angel... What do you think? Are you going to do you very...very best?
Peace, Joy and Clarity,
Pr. MM Polyakov (15 Dec 2006)
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